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Review details  
Our education system aspires to become the best in Australia by seeking growth for every student, in every 


class and in every school. 


The purpose of the External School Review (ESR) is to support schools to raise achievement, sustain high 


performance and to provide quality assurance to build and sustain public confidence in government schools. 


The External School Review framework is referenced throughout all stages of the ESR process. 


This report outlines aspects of the school’s performance verified through the review process according to 


the framework. It does not document every aspect of the school’s processes, programs and outcomes.   


We acknowledge the support and cooperation provided by the staff and school community. While not all 


review processes, artefacts and comments are documented here, they have all been considered and 


contribute to the development and directions of this report.  


This review was conducted by Simon Harding, Review Officer of the department’s Review, Improvement and 


Accountability directorate and Tonia Noble and Ian Dickie, Review Principals. 


Review Process 
The following processes were used to gather evidence relevant to the lines of inquiry: 


 Presentation from the principal  


 Class visits 


 Attendance at staff meeting 


 Document analysis 


 Scan of Aboriginal Education Strategy implementation 


 Discussions with: 


- Governing Council representatives 


- Leaders  


- Parent groups 


- School Services Officers (SSOs) 


- Student groups 


- Teachers 
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School context 
East Torrens Primary School caters for students from reception to year 7. It is situated 8kms from the 


Adelaide CBD. The enrolment in 2020 is 365. Enrolment at the time of the previous review was 331. The local 


partnership is Campbell. 


The school has an ICSEA score of 1063, and is classified as Category 3 on the Department for Education Index 


of Educational Disadvantage.  


The school population includes 4% Aboriginal students, 15% students with disabilities, 30% students with 


English as an additional language or dialect (EALD) background, 2% children/young people in care and 45% 


of students eligible for School Card assistance. There are also 2 district special classes and additional 7 


Intensive English Language Classes. 


The school leadership team consists of: 


 principal in 5th year of her tenure (extension until Jan 2022) 


 senior leader curriculum in their 3rd year of their 1st tenure 


 senior leader IELP in their 3rd year of their 2nd tenure  


 wellbeing leader appointed temporarily for 2020. 


There are 31 teachers (23 in mainstream and 8 in the IELP), including 5 in the early years of their career and 


14 Step 9 teachers. 


The previous ESR or OTE directions were: 


Direction 1 Monitor and moderate student progress against the Australian Curriculum achievement 


standards, by developing a coherent whole-school approach to the use of summative and 


formative assessment. 


Direction 2 Ensure all students are well-supported to achieve the DECD Standards of Educational 


Achievement by utilising an agreed suite of diagnostic assessments to design intervention 


strategies and track progress. 


Direction 3 Build strong partnerships for powerful learning by ensuring teachers, students and parents 


share expectations, set goals and work together to support improved learning outcomes. 


Direction 4 Transform the collaborative work of staff by ensuring professional learning teams (PLTs) 


are used to build the school’s capacity to focus on learning improvement as a shared 


endeavour. 


What impact has the implementation of previous directions had on school improvement? 


The school placed high importance on the effective implementation of professional learning teams (PLTs), 


to build capacity of staff and focus on improvement in student outcomes in literacy and numeracy since 


the last review. Staff have a collective responsibility for the school’s improvement journey and that of 


individual students. Class teachers and leadership place value on the work of the PLTs, which were 


effective throughout the improvement cycle. Staff are now initiating and participating in shared 
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professional development based on their individual learning and practice. 


A coherent assessment framework was established and teachers use data to best support students in 


their learning. The school promotes using formative assessment to inform task design and build clarity 


about using learning intentions. Intervention processes are effective and progress regularly reviewed. The 


school employed an intervention teacher with the aim of improving outcomes for younger students in 


reading. PLTs concentrate on the growth data for students and implications for planning and teaching. 


Tracking and monitoring of student achievement is central to the work of staff at East Torrens Primary 


School. Appointing focus teachers was a key strategy to support teachers’ effective use of data for future 


learning. 


Staff participated in professional learning and staff discussions which focused on dispositions of successful 


learners. This work was shared with the school community through parent meetings, newsletters and 


displays in classrooms. The school works with target groups for specific purposes endeavouring to inform 


and build trust between the school and community. Parents supported this in discussions with the panel.  
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Lines of inquiry 


Effective school improvement planning 


How effectively does the school monitor and enhance its improvement strategies and actions based 


on their impact on student learning? 


East Torrens Primary School uses clear processes to support their improvement planning and 


implementation cycle. Staff are dedicated to improvement, both in student achievement and in building 


their capacity to best support their students. Leadership and staff stated that improvement decisions are 


made using evidence-based datasets. Tracking and monitoring of agreed data is formalised across the 


school. The analysis of student outcomes and effective practice across the school by leadership and focus 


teachers is a strength. The school appointed focus teachers, linked to the school priorities, meet weekly with 


leadership to share and monitor the progress of the actions in the school improvement plan (SIP). PLTs are a 


key strategy for supporting consistent implementation of the plan.  Focus teachers use this structure to work 


with teachers collectively, particularly aligned to the maths priority.  There are clear expectations from 


leadership in the use of additional release time provided for class teachers to work in PLTs and common 


non-instruction time. The emphasis is on collaborative planning informed by student achievement data. Staff 


are clear about their responsibility for improving student outcomes being at the centre of regular data 


conversations with colleagues and leadership. The school has a mantra – ‘How well we teach = how well 


they learn’, which is evident across the staff. 


Leadership ensure there is alignment between professional learning and the SIP. Staff value the opportunity 


for a narrow and ongoing emphasis towards their learning, with time to implement, work with colleagues 


and share their learning. They could articulate how specific professional learning and resultant actions 


influenced their practice, particularly in mathematics. There are expectations of linking professional 


development plans to SIP priorities. Parents are provided with regular updates through governing council. 


Governing council believe their views are valued when discussing the progress of the plan. 


Teachers concentrate on improvement in student achievement data and understand they have a key role in 


the implementation of actions in the plan. Measuring effectiveness of actions taken across the school is 


mostly work of leadership and the focus teachers. Teachers recognise taking an increasing role in monitoring 


the impact of the plan with clear links to challenges of practice will develop collective ownership throughout 


the stages of improvement. Strengthening processes to support staff to more effectively monitor and 


evaluate the impact against the success criteria, both individually and collectively, will continue to enhance 


the school improvement strategies. 


Direction 1 Strategically strengthen processes to build staff capacity to monitor progress of the plan 


linking the challenges of practice, plans of action and the process of evaluating impact 


based on clearly articulated success criteria. 
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Effective teaching and student learning 


How effectively are teachers analysing assessment and feedback data to inform differentiated 


curriculum planning and instruction? 


Student achievement is at the centre of the work of staff.  There are defined roles and responsibilities to 


support the structures and processes to best meet the needs of students. The school processes to track, 


monitor and act on the achievement growth of Aboriginal students and other priority groups is a strength. 


PLTs meet regularly, and the emphasis was consistent and ongoing with the development of effective 


practices in maths. A focus teacher supports the building capacity of teachers, through the PLT structure. 


Teachers are involved in the analysis of data and implications for planning, both for individual students, and 


collectively, to target the learning. Teachers talked about a range of strategies they use to support students’ 


understanding and expectations of their learning, including the use of learning intentions and success 


criteria.  Staff were involved in professional learning on effective task design, and sustained this learning 


through discussions in PLTs.  Continued emphasis on strengthening task design and moderation processes 


linked to achievement standards will support students to achieve at higher levels. 


Parents are happy with the reporting quality they receive about their child’s progress, through both formal 


and informal processes. They have a clear understanding of where their child is at with their learning. There 


are regular, formal structures in place to support all staff to communicate information about individual 


students and how best to support their learning needs. Agreed timelines are in place for staff to regularly 


measure the impact of the effectiveness of intervention processes. 


Teachers use a range of formative assessment strategies to inform their planning. There were examples 


from students of opportunities to self-assess and provide feedback for their peers. Students are aware that 


effective feedback is important for their learning. Students stated they participate in feedback discussions 


about their work with their teacher that is inclusive of how to improve their work. Student ability to clearly 


articulate their next steps in learning was not consistent. The development of effectiveness and depth of 


how teachers use formative assessment and feedback to and from students to inform differentiated learning 


is ongoing. The school is well-placed to strengthen effective task design and assessment practices which 


challenge students in learning. 


Direction 2 Strengthen and embed differentiated planning and instruction through effective task and 


assessment design which ensures students have planned opportunities to demonstrate 


learning at higher levels. 
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Effective teaching and student learning 


To what extent do teachers ensure that students have authentic influence in their learning? 


There is a clear culture of learning across the school, as well as collective responsibility to provide quality 


learning for all students. Teachers place importance on valuing every student and how best to engage them 


in the learning. Wellbeing of both staff and students underpins the learning. Student work is valued, evident 


through class and school displays. Opportunities exist through the student representative council to 


demonstrate leadership. The school places significance on student opinions through listening and actions 


taken. Students are given opportunities to choose the way they learn (groups, pairs or individual) and what 


they learn within the topic, through following up on an area of interest. Teachers provide verbal feedback 


through 1:1 check-in processes with students that includes improvement strategies. This feedback is given 


‘in the moment’, and teachers talked about observing improvements occurring based on this feedback in 


future work. Processes to support students to articulate their next steps in learning varied in effectiveness 


across the school. There was evidence of teachers using rubrics to support students’ understanding of 


learning expectations. However, there was limited evidence of opportunities for students to co-construct 


these rubrics or contribute to how the learning is designed.  


Students at all levels benefit from having opportunities to be active participants in their own learning. Both 


leadership and teachers acknowledge that, while there is good practice in the school, strengthening 


collective teacher and student capacity and practice is an area of growth. Fostering willingness of staff 


through planned opportunities to work collaboratively and build common understandings and strategies, 


which strengthen authentic student influence, is a step the school is well-placed to undertake. 


Direction 3 Develop effective practices in student agency by building capacity of staff to empower 


students to be active participants in the design of learning and taking increasing 


responsibility for their progression of learning. 
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Outcomes of the External School Review 2020 
Staff at East Torrens Primary School place high priority on delivering quality learning for their students. 


There is a staff commitment to build their collective capacity to best meet the needs of the students with 


whom they work. Leadership and staff have high expectations of themselves and aim to celebrate their 


successes throughout their improvement journey. 


The principal will work with the education director to implement the following directions: 


Direction 1 Strategically strengthen processes to build staff capacity to monitor progress of the plan 


linking the challenges of practice, plans of action and the process of evaluating impact 


based on clearly articulated success criteria. 


Direction 2 Strengthen and embed differentiated planning and instruction through effective task and 


assessment design which ensures students have planned opportunities to demonstrate 


learning at higher levels. 


Direction 3 Develop effective practices in student agency by building capacity of staff to empower 


students to be active participants in the design of learning and taking increasing 


responsibility for their progression of learning. 


Based on the school’s current performance, East Torrens Primary School will be externally reviewed again in 


2023. 


 


 


 


 


---------------------------------------------                          ------------------------------------------------- 


Kerry Dollman     Anne Millard 


Director     Executive Director 


Review, Improvement and Accountability  Partnerships, Schools and Preschools 


      


 


 


 


--------------------------------------------                            ------------------------------------------------ 


Gael Little     Governing Council Chairperson 


Principal      


East Torrens Primary School 
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Appendix 1 


School performance overview 


The External School Review process includes an analysis of school performance as measured against the 


Department for Education Standard of Educational Achievement (SEA). 


Reading  


In the early years, reading progress is monitored against Running Records. In 2019, 35% of year 1 and 42% of 


year 2 students demonstrated the expected achievement against the SEA. This result represents an 


improvement from the historic baseline average.  


In 2019, the reading results, as measured by NAPLAN, indicate that 80% of year 3 students, 75% of year 5 


students and 74% of year 7 students demonstrated the expected achievement against the SEA. For years 3, 5 


and 7 this result represents an improvement from the historic baseline average.  


Between 2017 and 2019, the trend for year 3 has been upwards, from 54% to 80%.  


For 2019, years 3 and 5 NAPLAN reading, the school is achieving within the results of similar students across 


government schools. For year 7, the school is achieving higher than the results of similar students across 


government schools. 


In 2019, 35% of year 3, 15% of year 5 and 13% of year 7 students achieved in the top 2 NAPLAN reading 


bands. For year 3, this result represents an improvement from the historic baseline average. 


For those students in 2019 who achieved in the top 2 NAPLAN proficiency bands in reading, 67%, or 2 out of 


3 students from year 3 remain in the upper bands at year 5 and 50%, or 2 out of 4 students from year 3 


remain in the upper bands at year 7. 


Numeracy 


In 2019, the numeracy results, as measured by NAPLAN, indicate that 70% of year 3 students, 65% of year 5 


students and 78% of year 7 students demonstrated the expected achievement against the SEA. For year 3, 5 


and 7, this result represents an improvement from the historic baseline average. 


For 2019, years 3 and 5 NAPLAN numeracy, the school is achieving within the results of similar students 


across government schools. For year 7, the school is achieving higher than the results of similar students 


across government schools. 


In 2019, 30% of year 3, 15% of year 5 and 22% of year 7 students achieved in the top 2 NAPLAN numeracy 


bands. For year 3, this result represents an improvement from the historic baseline average. 


For those students in 2019 who achieved in the top 2 NAPLAN proficiency bands in numeracy, 33%, or 1 out 


of 3 students from year 3 remain in the upper bands at year 5 and 67%, or 2 out of 3students from year 3 


remain in the upper bands at year 7. 
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November 2020 East Torrens Primary School ESR Recommendations



Direction 1:

Develop effective practices in student agency by building capacity of staff to empower students to be active participants in the design of learning and taking increasing responsibility for their progression of learning.

Direction 2:

Strengthen and embed differentiated planning and instruction through effective task and assessment design which ensures students have planned opportunities to demonstrate learning at higher levels.

Direction 3:

Strategically strengthen processes to build staff capacity to monitor progress of the plan linking the challenges of practice, plans of action and the process of evaluating impact based on clearly articulated success criteria.
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Weekly refining and implementing of plans

East Torrens Primary School

Self-Review Improvement Cycle
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Plan summary

Goals Targets Challenge of practice Success criteria
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Improvement plan for

2019 to 2021

• Complete every step. The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this. In addition, your education director will
provide support.

• Text will reduce in size the more you type. Exceeding the optimal limits will result in illegible text size electronically and in-print.

• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 and have it approved by the principal, governing council chairperson, and education director.

• Email this plan (steps 1 to 3) to your education director.

• Publish your school improvement plan (steps 1-3) on your school website.

• Work through step 4 (Improve practice and monitor impact) regularly throughout the school year. This step does not need to be published
on your website.

• Complete step 5 (Review and evaluate) in term 4 of each year. This step does not need to be published on your website, though it should
inform the Improvement Planning  - Review and evaluate section of your annual report to the school community.

• Your school improvement plan will be current for 2019 to 2021 and should be updated in term 4 each year.

• Note that each text box has a specific optimal character limit. Character limit includes words, punctuation, bullet points and spaces.

• Be careful when copying from other documents, and remove any paragraph spaces from lists and bullet points as that will reduce text size.

• Steps 1-3 will auto-populate as you type in text, meaning text will carry over across multiple pages and sections.

For further information and advice, contact: 
Review, Improvement and Accountability 
Phone: 8226 1284
education.RIA@sa.gov.au

education.RIA@sa.gov.au
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Step 1
Analyse evidence of student learning and answer the question ‘What are our goals for improvement?’ Specify up to 3 goals and annual 
targets for student learning improvement in the table below.

Analyse 
and prioritise

1

Goal Targets

Goal 1
2019

2020

2021

Goal 2
2019

2020

2021

Goal 3
2019

2020

2021
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Step 2
Consider how improvements in teaching practice will help to achieve your improvement goals and answer the question ‘What areas of 
practice should we focus on improving to reach our goals?’ Specify your challenge of practice for each goal in the table below.

Challenge of practice Success criteria

Goal 1

Goal 2

Goal 3

Determine 
challenge of 

practice

2
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Step 3
Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’ 
Specify your actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.

Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3

Goal 1:

Challenge of practice: 

Actions Timeline Roles and responsibilities Resources
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Step 3 cont.
Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’ 
Specify your actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.

Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3

Goal 1 continued:

Actions Timeline Roles and responsibilities Resources

Total financial resources allocated

Success criteria
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Step 3 cont.
Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’ 
Specify your actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.

Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3

Goal 2:

Challenge of practice: 

Actions Timeline Roles and responsibilities Resources
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Step 3 cont.
Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’ 
Specify your actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.

Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3

Goal 2 continued:

Actions Timeline Roles and responsibilities Resources

Total financial resources allocated

Success criteria
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Step 3 cont.
Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’ 
Specify your actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.

Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3

Goal 3:

Challenge of practice: 

Actions Timeline Roles and responsibilities Resources
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Step 3 cont.
Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’ 
Specify your actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.

Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3

Goal 3 continued:

Actions Timeline Roles and responsibilities Resources

Total financial resources allocated

Success criteria
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Approved by principal

Name

Date

Name

Date

Approved by governing council chairperson

Name

Date

Approved by education director 

Approvals


	Vision statement: Our collective shared vision is that East Torrens continues to operate as a world class learning community that is inclusive of all students. We believe all students can learn and improve. Our goal is to develop effective practices in learner agency by building capacity of educators to engage and empower learners to be active participants in and owners of their learning.We will provide a rich and challenging curriculum linked to deep learning for all learners in a safe, orderly and happy environment.
	Total financial resources allocated: $113,000
	Click to upload logo_af_image: 
	Goal 2 Targets 2020: 2020: PAT M SEA: Year 3  70%, Year 4  87.5%, Year 5  90.9%, Year 6  85%, Year 7  91.9%Wellbeing and Engagement Survey, Perseverance 93%,Academic Self Concept 94%
	Goal 3 Targets 2021: 
	Step 3 Actions 1: 1. Educators R - 7 will become familiar with the Australian Curriculum  in Literacy and the new curriculum resources as appropriate. Particular attention will be paid to the scope and sequence and coherence in practise across year levels.
	Step 3 Actions 2: 2. All educators R-7 will design and implement literacy learning blocks inclusive of the 'Big 6' using reading strategies such as paired reading, guided reading and modeled reading.
	Step 3 Actions 3: 3. All teachers will increase achievement in reading through targeted intervention in phonological awareness, vocabulary and oral language for  R - 3 students. All early years staff to teach agreed phonics program.The Heggerty Phonological Awareness program will be embedded across all junior primary classes.
	Step 3 Timeline 1: Term 1 and 2 building teacher knowledge of Aust Curr and new resources.Term 2-3 build further teacher capacity in Aust Curr through sharing of practice and alignment of teaching in year levels.
	Step 3 Timeline 2: Term 1 - 2Term 3 and 4 embed practice with greater student ownership
	Step 3 Timeline 3: Term 1, early years to meet in PLP & examine phonological and running record data from Term 4 2020 & February Term 1, 2021. Commitment to actions to be made with early years with a shared and common approach to the improvements actions needed in phonological awareness. SIP weekly review  meetings of individual student data Term 1 - 4.
	Step 3 Roles and responsibilities 1: Leadership and Andrea Barker to plan Pupil Free Day on 22/02/21. (Week 0).Term 2-3 Curriculum Pupil Free Day, 4/6/21. PLT's led by SIP Literacy Leader.
	Step 3 Roles and responsibilities 2: SIP Leaders: Connecting The DotsLeadership and SIP Leaders (Intervention  R-3 reading, Penny Kavuki, Literacy and Numeracy Leader 4 -7, Keren Parsons ,  EALD teacher R-7 , Melissa Ciufoli, Aboriginal Education Teacher (AET), Trudy Piro. This SIP team meets weekly to report back and action: PLT reports on student achievement progress on individual student achievement data. Their own findings and wanderings, formalised next steps and commit to 'what next', tweak their own programs for the coming week. 
	Step 3 Roles and responsibilities 3: Leadership & Intervention teacher, early years (Penny Kavuki) Intervention teacher will provide regular Synthetic Phonics & phonemic awareness instruction/screening to identify R -3 students at with a particular focus  in T1 & 2 on R-1 students (reason: data from testing in Feb 2021 showed that 50% of Year 1 were below RR benchmark of 5).Teachers will teach phonological awareness using the Heggerty program daily - 35 week program. All teachers will continue to identify students to achieve targets in Heggerty screening.SIP leaders will check alignment across all Yr lvls.EALD teacher & AET to meet weekly with Leadership to review their data on their student cohort.
	Step 3 Resources 1: Aust Curriculum (General Capabilities and Aboriginal Perspectives), Andrea Barker (Curriculum leader), LET team, Best Practice papers and guidebooks.
	Step 3 Resources 2: Best advice papers, used in PLT's, year level release time, Intervention teacher R - 1 support for phonological awareness improvement. Aboriginal Learner achievement Leaders' Resource (Elements 1 & 2) to inform actions and track progress as used in 2020.To be used in PLT's R-7. ACARA Literacy learning progressions. Literacy Guide Books - Build Foundations/Maintain Mommentum.TfEL framework. Sheena Cameron Reading Comprehension/Oral Language. Reading Eggs.
	Step 3 Resources 3: Heggerty assessment testing, Jolly Phonics, decodable readers, running records, Reading Eggs, Literacy guide books, Best Practice papers, staff T & D provided by Literacy intervention teacher. AET will focus on improvement in Aboriginal Learners Literacy outcomes using tracking resource from Aboriginal Learner Achievement resource. Disadvantaged Schools Grant (Cat 3 school) - LIt & Numeracy Early Yrs R - 3 - $40,000Readers - LIt budget - $8000Resources/updates $5000
	Step 3 Goal 1 actions 1: 4. PLT's will focus on building capacity in educators (teachers, SSO's/BSSO's, ACEO, AET) to design learning that is inclusive of Learner voice agency and responsibility.
	Step 3 Goal 1 actions 2: 5. Leadership to observe and provide teachers with feedback on targeted elements of the challenge of practice including phonological awareness, phonics, oral language and vocabulary instruction.
	Step 3 Goal 1 actions 3: 6. Each PLT will develop and teach a 5 week teaching sprint based on the targeted SIP priority.
	Step 3 Goal 1 Timeline 1: Week 0Term 1 -  4
	Step 3 Goal 1 Timeline 2: Term 2Term 3Term 4
	Step 3 Goal 1 Timeline 3: Term 1week 5-10Term 2 and 3Term 4 weeks 1-5
	Step 3 Goal 1 Roles and responsibilities 1: Leadership and SIP Leaders in Literacy Improvement.Literacy Leader Years 4 - 7  (Keren Parsons) Intervention Teacher early years R - 3 (Penny Kavuki) EALD Leader R - 7 (Melissa Ciufoli)AET  R - 7 (Trudy Piro)All the above to meet weekly with Leadership to examine student achievement data.
	Step 3 Goal 1 Roles and responsibilities 2: Leadership to observe teachers in class twice per term and provide feedback related to SIP Actions. PD about peer observation impact. Leadership to develop protocols for observation that provides feedback about PLTs and teacher's SIP actions priorities PDP's to reflect the SIP Goals and Actions.
	Step 3 Goal 1 Roles and responsibilities 3: PLT Teaching Sprint planning weeks 5 & 10 each term. PLT's maintain minutes of meetings to track discussions & progress against actions re student data. PLT's  prepare short presentation of actions progress for staff meeting, providing data and reflection for week 5 and 10.
	Step 3 Goal 1 Resources 1: PLT's - own teacher knowledge/collective sharing, deep learning awareness, raising and exploring design tools, 'Bump It Up Walls'.Individual student data is the primary resource to be used in every PLT meeting.Literacy leaders will meet with Leadership once per week for 1 hour across terms 1 - 4 to plan and reflect on their inputs into PLT's against SIP goals.Resourcing - $62,000. At these SIP review meetings individual student data is trailed and adjustments made to the teaching points.
	Step 3 Goal 1 Resources 2: Observational Tool. Staff meeting time to develop understandings and protocols. Weekly Leadership meetings with SIP Leaders to evaluate progress against SIP goals.
	Step 3 Goal 1 Resources 3: PLT's Terms 1-3, 3 times per year.  Mini PLT meetings for  year levels using common nit time provided by timetable.Staff meeting PLT's.$62,000
	Step 3 Goal 2 Action 1: To continue to build a staff culture of collaboration, through PLT's for improvement in teacher pedagogy in Numeracy.
	Step 3 Goal 2 Action 2: Teachers will build capacity in their students to enable them to participate in Task Design and assessment protocols that are student owned.
	Step 3 Goal 2 Action 3: Numeracy Lead Teacher to address the variance between teachers and use the capacity from within to stretch practice among peers.
	Step 3 Goal 2 Resources 1: PLT's continue to be the prime builder of teacher capacity at ETPS - $30,000Cat 3 funding for 0.4 Numeracy Lead Teacher release - $40,000Tierney Kennedy - online resource $7000
	Step 3 Goal 2 Resources 2: Teacher ideas from Week 0 survey'Bump It Walls', dialogue, work samples of A-E grades shared with students and learning goals based around student grade progression. Teacher share moderation and involve students in this process. PAT M & NAPLAN data shared with students. Tierney Kennedy - online resourceMaths Budget - replacement costs and new resources $5000
	Step 3 Goal 2 Resources 3: Using PLT's to address common understanding across teaching practice of Numeracy
Use PAT M and NAPLAN data to highlight misconceptions in student learning and therefore inform additional teaching points
Tierney Kennedy - online resource

	Step 3 Goal 2 Actions 1: 
	Step 3 Goal 2 Actions 2: 
	Step 3 Goal 2 Actions 3: 
	Step 3 Goal 2 Timeline 1: Term 1 - 4
	Step 3 Goal 2 Timeline 2: Week 0
Term 1 - 4
	Step 3 Goal 2 Timeline 3: Term 1 - 4
	Step 3 Goal 2 Roles and responsibilities 1: Leadership and Numeracy Lead Teacher - (Keren Parsons 0.4) will build on T & D and learnings from our Numeracy PLT's in 2020. Cycle of Improvement will be used to deepen teacher capacity and ownership re. improvement in task design, effective questioning, high achievement tasks, problem-solving and mental routines.
	Step 3 Goal 2 Roles and responsibilities 2: Staff survey was conducted re. their ideas on student ownership of their learning in Numeracy.This survey will be used across Terms 1 & 2 to facilitate whole school T&D and agreements re. strategies to build student learning agency.
Numeracy Lead Teacher R-7 & Leadership team
	Step 3 Goal 2 Roles and responsibilities 3: Leadership and Numeracy Lead Teacher to develop training sprints in PLT's to establish coherent mathematical practice across R-7
	Step 3 Goal 2 Resource 1: 
	Step 3 Goal 2 Resource 2: 
	Step 3 Goal 2 Resource 3: 
	Step 3 Goal 2 Total financial resources allocated: $82,000
	Step 3 Goal 3 Actions 1: 
	Step 3 Goal 3 Actions 2: 
	Step 3 Goal 3 Actions 3: 
	Step 3 Goal 3 Resouce 1: 
	Step 3 Goal 3 Resouce 2: 
	Step 3 Goal 3 Resouce 3: 
	Step 3 Goal 3 Action 1: 
	Step 3 Goal 3 Action 2: 
	Step 3 Goal 3 Action 3: 
	Step 3 Goal 3 Timeline 1: 
	Step 3 Goal 3 Timeline 2: 
	Step 3 Goal 3 Timeline 3: 
	Step 3 Goal 3 Roles and responsibilities 1: 
	Step 3 Goal 3 Roles and responsibilities 2: 
	Step 3 Goal 3 Roles and responsibilities 3: 
	Step 3 Goal 3 Resources 1: 
	Step 3 Goal 3 Resources 2: 
	Step 3 Goal 3 Resources 3: 
	Step 3 Goal 3 Total financial resources allocated: 
	Principal name: Gael Little
	Principal date: 19/02/21
	Governing council name: Kim Slattery
	Governing council date: 19/02/21
	Education director name: Diane Jackson
	Education director date: 
	Site name: East Torrens Primary School 
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